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We let correspond to any finite incidence structure S a certain semisimple 
algebra of endomorphisms of the vector space spanned by the flags of 5. In 
case the structure is a generalized polygon we compute the irreducible re- 
presentations of the algebra and deduce the theorem of Feit-Higman. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A generalized n-gon is an incidence structure S consisting of a set P 
of points, a set L of lines, and certain axioms of incidence. In 1964 Feit 
and Higman [S] proved the following: 
THEOREM. Let S be a finite generalized n-gon with s -+ 1 points on 
every line and t + 1 lines on every point. Then either s = 1 = t and S is 
an ordinary n-gon, or n E (2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12). Zf s > 1 and t > 1 then 
n E (2, 3,4, 6, 8}, and st is a square if n = 6, 2st is a square if n = 8. 
In this paper we give a proof which is similar to theirs in spirit but 
simpler in structure. Let V be the vector space over the complex field C 
which has the set of flags of S as basis. Since S is finite, Y has finite 
dimension. We associate with S a semisimple C-algebra A of endomor- 
phisms of V. Since V is an A-module it affords a character #I~ of A. 
We may write 
where the # are distinct irreducible characters of A and the multiplicities 
nti are non-negative integers. The space of complex valued functions on A 
carries a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form ( , ) under which 
distinct irreducible characters are orthogonal. Thus 
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One sees easily that (r#+, #) = #(l) is a positive integer. Thus (#, #) is 
rational. On the other hand (#, #) may be computed directly from explicit 
formulas for the irreducible characters and its rationality forces the 
assertion of the theorem. 
We use Schur’s method to prove the orthogonality of the characters. 
The same idea may be applied to a class of algebras which includes 
group algebras, centralizer algebras of permutation groups, and the 
algebras defined by combinatorial association schemes [4, $7.11. In the 
case of centralizer algebras the orthogonality relations are those of Curtis 
and Fossum [l], and Tamaschke [S]. 
Although the argument assumes nothing about finite groups with 
(B, N)-pair it has been very much influenced by the papers of Iwahori [6,7] 
on Hecke algebras, and by a paper of Curtis, Iwahori, and Kilmoyer on 
representations of finite groups with (B, N)-pair [2]. The second author 
is happy to acknowledge his debt to Iwahori for several seminars in the 
Japanese style. 
2. DEFINITION AND STRUCTURE OF THE ALGEBRA 
By an incidence structure, we mean a triple (P, L, F) where P, L are 
sets and F is a subset of P x L. Elements p E P are called points, elements 
I E L are called lines, and pairs (p, l) E F are called flags. If (p, I) E F we 
say that p is on I or that 1 is on p, or that p and 1 are incident. We assume 
throughout that there are s + 1 points on every line and t + 1 lines on 
every point, for some positive integers s, t and that P and L are finite. 
If x = (p, 1) and y = (q, m) are distinct flags we write x n y = p if 
p = q and write x n y = 1 if I = m. If x E F, define subsets S(x), T(x) of 
J-by 
S(x) = {ygF( xny~ L}, T(x) ={y~Flxny~P}. 
Let V be the C-space with F as basis. Since P and L are finite we may 
define endomorphisms u, r of V by 
ux = c Y, TX = xz, y. 
WS(S) 
Let A be the algebra of endomorphisms generated by 0 and T. 
(1) 
LEMMA 1. The endomorphisms 0, r satisfy the relations 
u2 = s * 1 + (s - l)o, T2 = t.1 +(t- 1)T. (2) 
Proof. Let x = (p, Z) E F. Let p, p1 ,..., pg be the points on 1. Then 
S(x) consists of the flags (pi , I) for i = I,..., s. Choose some flag 
y = (pi, 1). Then S(y) consists of the flags (p, I) and (pj, Z) with j # i. 
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Thus 
c72x = g1 [(p, I) t 1 (pj ) I)] = S.Y + (s - 1) ax. 
ifi 
The argument for T is similar. 
The notion of generalized n-gon is due to Tits. The definition, and brief 
description of the known n-gons appears in [4, $7.31. We repeat the 
definition. Let (P, L, F) be an incidence structure. If a, b E P u L, a chain 
of length h from a to b is a sequence a = a, , a, ,..., ah = b of elements 
of P u L such that ai-l and a, are incident for all i = l,..., h. Note that 
if aipl E P then ai E L. We define p(a, b) to be the least integer h (if any 
exists) such that there exists a chain of length h from a to b. A generalized 
n-gon is an incidence structure such that 
(i) p(a, b) < n for all a, b E P u L. 
(ii) If p(a, 6) = h < n then there is only one chain of length h from 
a to b. 
(iii) Given a E P u L there exists b E P u L such that p(a, b) = II. 
Note that the set P of vertices and the set L of edges of an ordinary n-gon, 
together with the natural incidences, satisfy (i)-(iii) with s = 1 = t. 
We assume henceforth that (P, L, F) is a generalized n-gon. Our first task 
is to determine the structure of the algebra A. 
If x, y E F we say that x and y are adjacent if x n y is defined and 
either x n y E P or x n y E L. A gallery [9, $11 of length k from x to y 
is a sequence x = x0, x1 ,..., xk = y of flags such that x,.-r and xi are 
adjacent for all i = I,..., k. If x, y E F we define dist(x, y) to be the least 
integer k such that there exists a gallery of length k from x to y. A gallery 
of length k from x to y is minimal if k = dist(x, y). Note that in any 
minimal gallery, Xi-l n xi E P implies xi n xi,1 E L. The following 
Lemmas 2-5 are easy consequences of the axioms. The reader is 
encouraged to draw a graph in which P u L is the set of vertices and there 
is an edge for each incident point-line pair. One should use Lemma 2 to 
prove Lemmas 3 and 4. Lemma 5 appears in [5]. 
LEMMA 2. Let (P, L, F) be a generalized n-gon and let x, y E F. Then 
(i) dist(x, y) < n. 
(ii) If dist(x, y) < n there exists a unique minimal gallery from x to y. 
(iii) If dist(x, y) = n there are precisely two minimal galleries 
x = x, ) x1 )...) x, = y. One of these has the property x,-~ n y E P and 
the other has the property x,-~ n y E L. 
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For each x E F and positive integer k, define subsets S,(X), Tk(x) of F 
as follows. Say y E S,(X) if there exists a minimal gallery x = x,, ,..., xk = y 
from x to y such that xkPl n y E L. Say y E T,(x) if there exists a minimal 
gallery x = x0 ,..., xk = y from x to y such that xkel n y E P. Thus 
S,(x) = S(x) and 7’,(x) = T(x). We agree that S,,(x) = {x} = T,(x). 
LEMMA 3. S,(x) n Tk(x) is emptyfor k = l,..., 12 - 1 and&(x) = T,(X). 
LEMMA 4. Suppose 1 < k < n and x, y E F. Then 
(i) y E S,(x) if and only if there exists a unique z E T,-,(x) such that 
Y E S(z). 
(ii) y E T,(x) if and only if there exists a unique z E Stml(x) such that 
Y E T(z). 
LEMMA 5. i” n is odd then s = t. 
THEOREM 1. Let (P, L, F) be a finite generalized n-gon. Let A be the 
algebra of endomorphisms generated by o and r. Then dim A = 2n and A 
had dejining relations 
u2 = s * 1 + (s - l)a, T2 = t * 1 + (t - 1)7; (2) 
(aT)m = (TU)~, if n = 2m is eoen, 
(UT)” u = (Top 7, if n = 2m f 1 is odd. (3) 
Proof. Define endomorphisms uk , Tk of V by 
(4) 
It follows from Lemma 3 that 
UT,-1X = c 0.Z = c 
Zq--l(Z) 
1 Y  = gE;cz, Y  = ukx 
ZET,-,(Z) YES(Z) 
so that UTkpl = uk . Similarly TUk--l = T g  . Since (TV = u and 71 = 7 we 
conclude that 
Usk-1 = (UT)k-lU, Uzk = (UT)‘, T2kml = (TU)‘-l T, T2k = (TU))“. (5) 
From Lemma 3 we have S,(x) = T,(x) so that un = T ,  and thus the rela- 
tion (3) is satisfied. From (2) and (3) we conclude that dim A < 2n. 
On the other hand, since the sets &(x) n Sj(x), T,(x) n Tj(x), and 
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&(x) n Tj(x) are certainly empty for i # j it follows from Lemma 3 that F 
is a disjoint union of the sets 
S,(x) = To(x), &(x),.-~ S,-,(x), T,(x),..., Tn-d-4, XL(x) = T&J 
Thus 
r = {u. = 3-0 ) u1 )...) u,-1 ) 71 )...) Tnwl ) u, = Tn} (6) 
is a linearly independent set of endomorphisms in A so in fact dim A = 2n 
and F is a basis for A. If A’ is the algebra with identity defined by genera- 
tors u’, T’ and relations (2), (3) with u, T replaced by u’, 7’ then we must 
have dim A’ < 2n. Since A is a homomorphic image of A’ and dim A = 2n 
we conclude that A N A’. 
LEMMA 6. A has an antiautomorphism whichjxes both u and 7. 
Proof. Let X be the free associative C-algebra on two generators 5,~. 
The C-linear map 19 of X into X defined by 81 = 1, O([, em* 5,) = 5, a*. 5, 
for all L E {I, 4, is an antiautomorphism of X which fixes 5, 7. Let Z be 
the ideal of X generated by the elements t2 - s * 1 - (s - I)[, 
v2 - t . 1 - (t - l)~, and ([T)~ - (q@ if n = 2m is even, (&q)“[ - (~.$)“v 
if n = 2m + 1 is odd. Since 19(z) C Z we get an induced antiautomorphism 
in the quotient X/Z N A. 
3. REPRESENTATIONS OF THE ALGEBRA A 
If M is an A-module and (Y E A we let 01~ denote the endomorphism 
defined by olMx = 01x, x E M. Recall from the proof of Theorem 1 that A 
has a distinguished basis f = {uO ,..., u~-~ , T1 ,..., Tn}. 
LEMMA 7. There exists an algebra homomorphism from A to C which 
maps a to s and r to t. 
Proof. Since s2 = s + (s - l)s, t2 = t + (t - l)t, (St)” = (ts)” if 
n = 2m, and (St)” s = (ts)” t if n = 2m + 1 because s = t when n is 
odd, the assertion follows from Theorem 1. 
Let ind: A -+ C denote the homomorphism of Lemma 7. Note that ind 
does not vanish on the elements of r. Let 01+ 01’, 01 E A, denote the 
antiautomorphism of Lemma 6. 
LEMMA 8. Let M, N be A-modules and suppose f E Horn&f, N). Let 
5 = Cver W 9 ~~6% ,,,,I. Then 5 E Hom,(M, N). 
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Proof. Since u and T generate A, it suffices to prove &T~ = (T& and 
5~~ = ~~5. We prove the assertion for o; the argument for T is the same. 
Define integers c(y, /3) for y, /3 E I’ by 
UY = c C(YY PP. (7) 
El- 
Since uui = ST+ + (s - 1) ui and (TT~-~ = ui for all i = l,..., n the 
integers c(y, /I) are given by 
c(q ) T&l) = s, c(q ) Tj-1) = 0, if j#i, 
C(Ui,UJ = s- 1, c(q ) Uj) = 0. if j # i, 
C(Ti-1 , Ui) = 1, C(Ti-1 , Uj) = 0, if jfi, 
C(Ti-1 , Tj-l) = 0, for all i, j, 
where i, j range over l,..., n. From these formulas we see that 
c(y, P)(ind y>-’ = CC/% y)W W (8) 
for all ,L3, y E lT Since ’ is an antiautomorphism which fixes a, (7) implies 
Y’U = c C(Y? P)rs,. BEl- 
Now (7), (S), and (9) imply 
which proves the assertion. 
If 4, # are complex valued functions on A we define 
(9) 
5% , 
(#, 1cI) = I F 1-l c W 9 d(r) WI. YEI- 
If M is an A-module, the character afforded by M is the complex valued 
function on A defined by +&a) = trace 01~. 
LEMMA 9. Let M, N be simple nonisomorphic A-modules. Then 
(4&f, +N) = 0. 
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Proof. It follows from Lemma 7 and Schur’s lemma that 
c W y>-’ Y,&M = 0 
YEI- 
for all [E Horn&M, N). Now Schur’s argument [3, $311 for the ortho- 
gonality of characters of finite groups yields the result. 
Unlike the situation with group characters, one need not have 
(dM, +,,.J = 1 for a simple module M. To compute (+M, 4M) we need 
an explicit formula for the character. We know from an argument of 
Iwahori and Tits [7] that A is isomorphic to the complex group algebra 
C[ W] of a dihedral group W of order 2n. Although this fact is of no help 
to us in the calculations since we know no explicit formula for the iso- 
morphism, it does suggest the following construction of the representations 
of A, which degenerates into one for C[ W] in case s = 1 = 1. If a, b are 
any complex numbers let 
s = S(a) = (5’ ;j, T = T(b) = (; “1 j. (10) 
Note that 
s2 = sz + (s - l)S, T2 = tZ + (t - 1)T (11) 
for all choices of a and b, where Z is the identity matrix. In view of 
Theorem 1, to produce a two-dimensional representation of A we must 
simply choose a, b so that the relations (3) are satisfied with S, Tin place 
of 0, 7. 
THEOREM 2. Let (P, L, F) be a generalized n-gon with s + 1 points on 
each line and t + 1 lines on each point. Let s,, = qi, t, = ~4, ej = 2rj/n 
and a, , b, any complex numbers such that ajbj = s + t + 2s,t, cos Bi . 
Zf n = 2m is even then A has four representations ind = h, , h, , h, , X, qf 
degree 1 given by 
&(4 = s, X,(T) = t; X,(u) = -1, X,(T) = t; 
b(o) = s, As(T) = -1; h,(a) = -1, ha(T) = -1 
and m - 1 inequivalent irreducible representations Fl ,..., F+, of degree 2 
given by 
Fj(4 = S(aj), Fi(~) = T(bJ. 
Zf n = 2m + 1 is odd then A has two representations ind = h, , h, of 
degree 1 given by 
hl(d = s, X,(T) = t; X,(u) = -1, X2(T) = -1 
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and m inequivalent irreducible representations FI ,..., F,,, of degree 2 given by 
Fj(4 = Wd, Fj(~) = T(bj). 
These are, up to equivalence, all the irreducible representations of A. 
Moreover tf dj is the character of Fj then 
&(Q+~) = (s,@-l (sin Bj)-l [s(t - 1) sin kBj + s,t,(s - 1) sin(k + 1) Oj] 
(13) 
&(T~~+J = (sot,,)r-1 (sin 6,)-l [t(s - 1) sin kBj + s,,t,(t - 1) sin(k + 1) O,]. 
(14) 
Proof. There is nothing to be said about the representations h of 
degree 1 since the relations (2) (3) are satisfied with h(o) and X(T) in 
place of u and 7. Let ej = 8, aj = a, bj = b, S = S(a), T = T(b). Then 
ST = (““, t I;), TS = 
( -:, abaL ,). 
It follows from our assumption ab = s + t + 2s,,t, cos 6 that ST and TS 
have the eigenvalues s,t,e*tis. Let P be a matrix such that 
’ 
s,t,e-ie 
and put s’ = P-?SP, T’ = P-ITP. Let D = P-ISTP and let 
S’=C ;,. 
Then 
T’ zzz s’-1D = 
-s-ls,t,eis Y 
s-4,t,e% 
From the fact that trace S’ = s - 1, trace T’ = t - 1 we obtain 
x = (2is,t, sin e)-1 [s(t - 1) + s&s - 1) eie], 
y = -(2is,t, sin e)-1 [s(t - 1) + s&s - 1) e-i0]. 
Now, if II = 2m is even, then ezmie = 1 and hence 
(ST)m = (TS)m = Dm = &(s&,)” . I. 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
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On the other hand, if n = 2m + 1 is odd, then s = t and it follows from 
(IQ, (19) that y = --c+~x. Thus from (17) 
But then since e(2nl+1)ie = 1 we have D?S’ = T’Dm, (S’T’P s’ = T’(S’T’)m, 
and hence (,WJm S = T(ST)“‘. Thus in either case the relations (2) (3) 
are satisfied with S and Tin place of u and T showing that the representa- 
tions Fj may be defined as in the statement of the theorem. Let C& be the 
character afforded by Fj . Since &(uT) = 2s,t, cos Bj , distinct j give 
rise to distinct C#Q and hence to inequivalent representations F, . Since 
the only matrices which commute with both Fj(u) and F,(T) are scalar 
multiples of the identity matrix, Fj is irreducible. The sum of the 
squares of the degrees of the representations we have constructed is 
4~12+(m-l)22=4m=2n if n is even and is 2412+nr.22= 
2(2m + 1) = 2n if n is odd. Since dim A = 2n we see that A is semisimple 
and we have constructed all the irreducible representations. Finally let 
Fi = F, 8, = 8, and & = 4 be the character afforded by F, Since ST 
and TS are both similar to D we have 
$(a.& = #(r& = trace Dk = 2(s,,t,Jk cos k0. 
From (16), (18), (IY) we have 
&crzk+J = trace(ST)kS = trace DkS’ 
= (soto)” (eikeX + e-“““y) 
= (soto)k-l (sin 0)-r [s(t - I) sin kB + (soto)(s - I) sin(k + 1) 0J. 
Similarly 
+(rzk+J = trace TV = trace T’Dk 
= (sot,)“-’ (sin 19)-l [t(s - 1) sin k0 + s,t,(t - 1) sin(k + 1) 01. 
LEMMA 10. Zf n = 2m let Bi = jr/m. Then 
+ (s - I)(t - 1) 2m cos 0, 
sot0 sin2 tlj * 
Zf n = 2m + 1 let Bj = 2jr/(2m + I). Then 
(21) 
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Proof. Let 0 = Bj, $ = $i and if y E r let f(r) = (ind ‘y)-’ $(Y)~. 
From (12), (13) and (14) we conclude 
f(~23 + f(72k) = 8 cos2 ke, (22) 
fC~2kf3 + f(72k+d 
= 
[ 
(s - II2 + (t - II2 ___ -- 
s t 1 & (sin* k0 + sin2(k + l)e) 
+ 4(s - l)(t - 1) 
vo 
& * sin kl3 sin(k + 1)0. (23) 
Suppose n = 2m. Then cos m6’ = &l and (12) impliesf(o,) = 4 = f(a,,,). 
Thus 
m-1 
lp(r) = z. Lf(U2k) + f(72k) + f(~2k+J + f(72s+1)1 
= 8 mil cos2 k0 + [v + 91 Am” sin2 kfl + sin2(k + 1)0 
k=O k=O 
+ 4(s - l)(t - 1) 1 m-* 
sot0 
sin2 c sin k0 sin(k + l)e. 
k=O 
Computing the trigonometric sums is tedious, but amounts simply to 
summing geometric series if we write the trigonometric functions in 
exponential form. Using e 2mie = 1 we arrive at (20). Now suppose 
n = 2m + 1. Since s = sot0 = t we may rewrite (23) as 
fc”2k+d + f(T2k+d = 
2(s - 1)2 
s [ 
sin k6’ + sin(k + l)e 2 
sin 8 1 
= 2(s - 1)2 sin2(k + *))e 
s sin2 40 ’ 
Now (13) implies f(a,,+,) = 0 so that 
yzf(Y) = -’ + kfo [fc”2k) + fcT2k) + f(“2k+l) + f(T2k+l)] 
= -4 + 8 2 cos2 k9 + 
2(s-I)2 1 m-1 
k=O 
s m C sin2(k + W. 
k-0 
In this case the trigonometric sums are computed using e2tm+ljie = 1 
and the result is (21). 
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4. THE THEOREM OF FEIT-HIGMAN 
Let & be the character of A afforded by the representation of A on V 
and write & = C +,I,/J where the sum is over all irreducible characters # 
of A. The multiplicities nti are non-negative integers. If y E r and y :f 1 
then the defining formulas (4) show for x E F that yx is a sum of flags 
distinct from x and thus &(r) = 0. On the other hand $Jl) = 1 F 1. 
Thus (&, , $) = 9(l). We conclude from the orthogonality relations that 
$0) = nd~4 4) so that ($, $1 E Q f or every irreducible character $ of A. 
Suppose n = 2m. Since 81 + 19~~~ = r, we have cos 19, = -cos 19,~+~ 
and sin 8, = sin em-I . Since (CJ$ , 4,) + ($,-, , &,-1) E Q it follows from 
(22) that 
[ 
(s - 1)” + (C - 1)” 
s t 1 &yQ. 
If s = 1 = t then (P, L, F) is an ordinary polygon. If either s or t is 
different from 1 we conclude that sin2 8, = sir?(r/m) E Q. Thus the field 
of m-th roots of unity is at most quadratic over Q so m E {I, 2, 3,4, 6) 
and n E (2, 4, 6, 8, 12). Since (& , +J - (c&-~, &,-J E Q for all 
j = I,..., m - 1 we conclude again using (22) that 
(s - l)(t - 1) 2m cos Bj 
sot0 sin2 Bj 
EQ. 
If both s and t are different from 1 this means (sot,)-l cos Bj E Q for all 
j = l,..., m - 1. This excludes n = 12 and forces the restrictions xoto E Q 
if n = 6 and q/z sot0 E Q if n = 8. 
Suppose 12 = 2m + 1. If s > 1 we conclude from (23) taking j = 1 
that cos(2r/2m + 1) E Q. Thus the field of n-th roots of unity is at most 
quadratic over Q, so n = 3. This completes the proof. 
We may also conclude from the orthogonality relations that 
1 = (4,) ind) = -& 1 (ind r)-l(ind y)2 
var 
so that we have 
IFI = Cindy 
3-r 
(1 + s)(l + t)(l + st + *‘. + Sm-V-l), if 11 = 2n7, 
(24) 
=I (1 + s)(l + s + .-. + P), if n=2m+l. 
Since (t + 1) j P j = 1 F [ = (s + 1) I L I this also gives formulas [4, $7.31 
forIPJandlLI. 
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Let Vo = esEF Qx be the rational vector space with F as basis. We 
may view each y E r as an endomorphism of Vo . Let A, = fTJyer Qy 
so that A* @ C ? A. If it E (2, 3,4,6, S} than the numbers ai , bj in the 
proof of Theorem 2 may be chosen rational, assuming that 2st is a square 
in case n = 8. Thus A, is split by Q. The algebra A, is not split by Q 
if n = 12. 
Let G be a finite group with (B, N)-pair and let W be the associated 
Weyl group. The generalized n-gon associated with G [5] satisfies s > 1 
and t > 1, so n is not 12 and thus A0 is split by Q. Since G permutes the 
set of flags we may view Vo as Q[G]-module. Let Co be the algebra of 
endomorphisms of Vo generated by G acting as group of linear trans- 
formations of Vo . From the definition of u and 7 we see that they cen- 
tralize Co and thus the algebra A, they generate is included in the cen- 
tralizer algebra of Co . This centralizer algebra is called the Hecke algebra 
of G with respect to B and is denoted Ho(G, B) in [6]. Thus A, C HQ(G, B). 
From [6] we know that dim Ho(G, B) = I W 1 = 2n. Since dim A, = 2n 
we have A, = H,(G, B). Since A, is split by Q, double centralizer 
theory shows that Co is also split by Q. Thus if M is any simple 
Q[G]-submodule of V,, M @ C is a simple C[G]-module. Another way 
to put this is to say that every absolutely irreducible character of G which 
appears in the induced character 1 BG is the character of a rational repre- 
sentation of G. The centralizer theory also tells us that there is a bijective 
correspondence between simple Ao-modules M and simple Co-modules N 
such that the multiplicity of M as submodule of V, is equal to the dimen- 
sion of N. Thus the multiplicities which we have computed in Section 3 
of this paper are the degrees of certain irreducible representations of G, 
For the case of Chevalley groups these degrees have been computed in [2]. 
The situation in case n = 8 is peculiar. The Weyl group W is dihedraf 
of order 16. We know from Iwahori-Tits that H,-(G, B) ‘v C[ W]. On the 
other hand the characters of W are not rational so Q does not split Q[ WJ 
and thus the algebras H,(G, B) and Q[ W] are not isomorphic. 
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